Unformat any SD Card with the Easiest
Data Recovery Software
NEW YORK, N.Y., May 28 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — EASEUS, the leading data
recovery solution provider, announces its latest release: EASEUS Data
Recovery Wizard V4.3.6; featuring improved technology to unformat a SD card
in order to retrieve lost data on the accidentally or mistakenly formatted SD
card in an amazingly easy way.

SD card, short for Secure Digital card, is a highlysophisticated and non-volatile memory card format which is widely used in
digital cameras, handheld computers, PDAs, mobile phones, GPS receivers, and
video game consoles.
“We deeply understand how important the data on the SD card is to you.
Mistakes happen and it seems the data will be gone forever when you format
your SD card due to some unexpected reasons,” says Mr. Liu, CEO of EASEUS
company, “Fortunately, you can retrieve the data by unformatting the SD card.
And our award-winning data recovery software, Data Recovery Wizard, will
assist you to unformat SD cards easily.”
EASEUS Data Recovery Wizard, as its name indicates, provides step-by-step
instructions to unformat SD cards as an easy-to-use wizard. Data can be
“magically” recovered with several clicks. EASEUS Data Recovery Wizard
supports not only SD card, but also hardware RAID and hard drives, USB
drives, memory cards, etc. Besides its unformatting function, this program
can also recover deleted files emptied from the Recycle Bin or lost data due
to partition loss or damage, software crash, virus infection, unexpected
shutdown or any other unknown reasons.
“Quality is the soul of a company,” added Mr. Liu. “While at the same time
making full efforts to improve the quality of our software to unformat SD
cards and perform other data recovery operations, we are always doing our
best to make EASEUS Data Recovery Wizard the easiest data recovery solution.
Users’ experiences will prove it.”
Pricing and Availability
At only $69.95, you can get this easiest data recovery software, EASEUS Data
Recovery Wizard. A demo version is also available for you to try how easy it
is to unformat a SD card and recover lost data. More information:

www.easeus.com.
About CHENGDU YIWO Tech Development Co., Ltd.
The company specializes in disk management, data security, and data recovery
software for Windows OS. Its other major products are Data Recovery Wizard
Professional, EASEUS Partition Master. Information: www.easeus.com.
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